
  

 

Company Visit Note 

PT Indofood Sukses Makmur Tbk (INDF) and PT Indofood CBP Sukses Makmur Tbk (ICBP) 

Meeting the management on 23rd July 2015, here are some reviews on INDF and ICBP. 

Key Generator FY2015 

 For INDF. INDF performance will still mainly supported by its consumer branded products (ICBP) segment as its other segments still face 

tough challenges. Its Bogasari segment encounters intense competition as the agribusiness segment (SIMP and LSIP) faces low commodity prices 

which expected to remain soft in the near term.  

 For ICBP. ICBP still dominated INDF’s revenue this year (51.8% in the 1Q15) with the biggest growth in beverage division (+39.4% YoY in 

1Q15), compared to flat growth in noodles division. Though, the beverage division still recorded negative EBIT margin, accounted for -37.8% due 

to some of its products (Cafela Latte and Ichi Ocha) are still imported and the diseconomies of scale from its new beverage plant, and expected to 

contribute positive EBIT margin on 2016.  

2Q15 Earnings Preview 

 We view that INDF 2Q15 will be flat as the result from the continuing economy slowdown throughout the period.  

 Though ICBP able to record manageable performance in 1Q15, we view 2Q15 results will not increase significantly as the Ramadhan and 

Lebaran momentum effect seems to be much smaller this year. The management said that its seasonal products such as flour (Bogasari) and 

snacks (ICBP) would probably give only limited effect to sales this year. 

Opportunity to Expand 

 For 2015, the allocated capex was IDR 8,5tn and had been realized about IDR 1,2tn in 1Q15 (about 14% from its total capex). Despite the 

slowdown, management reveals that expansion plan will still be on track. Hence, management takes this condition as the opportunity to expand. 

INDF plans to establish new mill to increase its Bogasari’s capacity (currently its mills have reached 85% utilization rate).  As for ICBP, new plants 

for noodle divisions will be added in some regions.  

Though INDF has been discounted by about 19% YTD, we still remain cautious on its agribusiness segment. We believe ICBP will still be the growth 

engine, especially from its dairy and beverage divisions which still provide plenty room to growth. For INDF and ICBP, we recommend to wait for its 

2Q15 earnings release by the end of July . 
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DISCLAIMER  
This report has been prepared by PT Sinarmas Sekuritas, an affiliate of Sinarmas Group.  

 

This material is: (i) created based on information that we consider reliable, but we do not represent that it is accurate or complete, and it should not be relied upon as such; (ii) for 

your private information, and we are not soliciting any action based upon it; (iii) not to be construed as an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy any security. 

Opinions expressed are current opinions as of original publication date appearing on this material and the information, including the opinions contained herein, is subjected to change 

without notice. The analysis contained herein is based on numerous assumptions. Different assumptions could result in materially different results. The analyst(s) responsible for the 

preparation of this publication may interact with trading desk personnel, sales personnel and other constituencies for the purpose of gathering, integrating and interpreting market 

information. Research will initiate, update and cease coverage solely at the discretion of Sinarmas Research department. If and as applicable, Sinarmas Sekuritas’ investment 

banking relationships, investment banking and non-investment banking compensation and securities ownership, if any, are specified in disclaimers and related disclosures in this 

report. In addition, other members of Sinarmas Group may from time to time perform investment banking or other services (including acting as advisor, manager or lender) for, or 

solicit investment banking or other business from companies under our research coverage. Further, the Sinarmas Group, and/or its officers, directors and employees, including 

persons, without limitation, involved in the preparation or issuance of this material may, to the extent permitted by law and/or regulation, have long or short positions in, and buy or 

sell, the securities (including ownership by Sinarmas Group), or derivatives (including options) thereof, of companies under our coverage, or related securities or derivatives. In 

addition, the Sinarmas Group, including Sinarmas Sekuritas, may act as market maker and principal, willing to buy and sell certain of the securities of companies under our coverage. 

Further, the Sinarmas Group may buy and sell certain of the securities of companies under our coverage, as agent for its clients. 

 

Investors should consider this report as only a single factor in making their investment decision and, as such, the report should not be viewed as identifying or suggesting all risks, 

direct or indirect, that may be associated with any investment decision. Recipients should not regard this report as substitute for exercise of their own judgment. Past performance is 

not necessarily a guide to future performance. The value of any investments may go down as well as up and you may not get back the full amount invested. 

 

Sinarmas Sekuritas specifically prohibits the redistribution of this material in whole or in part without the written permission of Sinarmas Sekuritas and Sinarmas Sekuritas accepts no 

liability whatsoever for the actions of third parties in this respect. If publication has been distributed by electronic transmission, such as e-mail, then such transmission cannot be 

guaranteed to be secure or error-free as information could be intercepted, corrupted, lost, destroyed, arrive late or incomplete, or contain viruses. The sender therefore does not 

accept liability for any errors or omissions in the contents of this publication, which may arise as a result of electronic transmission. If verification is required, please request a hard-

copy version. 

 

Additional information is available upon request. 
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